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The transformation from an ‘Industrial’ to a ‘Knowledge’ economy 
neglected the re-education of management, writes Dr James S Pepitone.

The rapid expansion in the 1950s of a fundamentally 
different kind of work – ‘knowledge work’ (ie, cognitive, 
psychological, social) – launched a transformation in human 

work to rival the Second Industrial Revolution transformation from 
rural farming and basic trades to mass production labour. Now, 
well into the 21st century, the knowledge work transformation has 
stalled. 

Human work has changed dramatically since the 1950s. In 
the industrial economy of 1910, the typical industrial workforce 
consisted almost entirely of uneducated people performing 
standardised physical ‘task work’. In developed economies today, 
all jobs now consist of a mix of both task work and knowledge 
work. See Figure 1 on page 24.

It is not that knowledge work replaced task work. It did 
not. Rather, task work was systematically eliminated through 
continuous adoption of more sophisticated mechanisation and 

its outsourcing to less developed economies. During this same 
period, knowledge work exploded as organisations grappled with 
the increased complexity of fast growth and adoption of new 
technologies. See Figure 2 on page 26.

This change should not be underestimated. Task work is divided 
and standardised into small units of physical work so that it can 
be learned and performed repetitively by any able-bodied person 
willing to be closely supervised. In stark contrast, knowledge work 
requires advanced education and natural capabilities (ie, human 
capital) plus responsibility and accountability for maximising an 
opportunity (eg improving, transporting, servicing, advising) and 
self-management with little or no leadership or support. 

Labour statistics for developed economies in 2020 agree that 
more than 40% of all jobs contain more than 70% knowledge 
work. Another 40% of jobs contain 30% to 70% knowledge work. 
And the remaining 20% of all jobs still include knowledge work, 

Productivity 
Mystery Solved
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but less than the 30% considered necessary to dominate these roles 
(eg, factory and warehouse labour, assembly workers and packers). 

Notwithstanding this transformation in human work, 
management scholars conclude that virtually all organisations 
continue to be managed with industrial era workforce 
management strategies, principles, methods and systems 
developed for task work. 

Management practices updated by the 1970s were largely 
abandoned with the subsequent adoption of Neoliberal economic 
thinking (ie shareholder theory) and Industrial Era management 
practices that essentially recast all non-executive employees 
as labour, a cost to be minimised. Even now, modern labour 
economics still does not account for knowledge work and its 
proven investment potential.

So, while human work has successfully changed, there remains 
the problem that workforce management and labour economics 
have not. As a result, employees and organisations perform far 
below their potential to create economic value. For too many 
employees, employment has become a source of daily frustration 
and restrained compliance instead of performance achievement 
and personal development. Workforce managers are frequently 
trapped between misguided executives and increasingly desperate 
workers. Let me ask you, when do we do something about this and 
what do we do?

In his 1991 Harvard Business Review article, ‘The New 
Productivity Challenge’, management scholar Peter F. Drucker 
called raising the productivity of knowledge workers ‘the single 
greatest challenge facing managers’. Now, 30 years later, most 
knowledge workers know that they are not nearly as productive as 
they could be. Many managers and executive also see this. Could 

there be any doubt that the institutional forces standing in the 
way of meeting this challenge are extraordinary? 

Announcement
After first announcing our intentions at the 1999 World 
Productivity Congress in Edinburgh, I am pleased to again first 
announce to the Institute of Management Services – on behalf 
of the more than a thousand volunteer managers, scholars, 
professionals, and other knowledge workers who are the 
Humaneering Technology Initiative (HTI) – that HTI has discovered 
what is standing in the way of aligning management and 
economics with the changes we have witnessed in human work. 

Moreover, HTI has successfully field tested within pioneering 
knowledge-work operations of major companies a ‘productivity 
humaneering’  solution that will allow organisations to escape 
today’s outdated thinking about productivity. 

These field tests have involved employees performing 
knowledge-work jobs like engineering services, HR business 
partners, retail associates, light production assemblers, field sales 
representatives, call centre agents, laboratory researchers, and 
consultants. And across these diverse roles, the one lesson learned 
that most surprised the client executives and managers involved is 
that the current average productivity of their knowledge workers 
is now only about 10% to 30% of the role’s newly imagined full 
potential. After years of treating knowledge and service workers 
like task workers, few of us can appreciate the real capacity of 
capable people to create economic value in these roles. The 
strategic implications for staffing shortages, revenue growth, 
competitive advantage, and other organisational concerns need no 
elaboration.

Operational Classification Creation Service Logistics Production

Peter Drucker:
Value Creation Creating Knowledge Applying Knowledge Moving Things Making Things

Robert Wysocki:
Project Design Goal/Solution
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Job Examples
Job will vary by situation

Executive
Entrepreneur
Author/Artist
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Designer
Inventor

Manager/Supervisor
Servant Sales
Entertainer
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Administrator
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Call Centre Agent
Bank Teller
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Task Work
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Variation is a source of waste
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Figure 1: Jobs In 
the 21st century
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While human work has successfully changed, 
there remains the problem that workforce 
management and labour economics have not.

The balance of this article will briefly describe
• HTI’s 20-year R&D journey, from the initial synthesis of relevant 

knowledge from across hundreds of science disciplines to the 
unconventional field experiments that ultimately laid bare the 
knowledge work productivity dilemma and practical solutions 
any organisation can adopt.

• Several controversial findings that reveal institutional barriers 
that now block attempts to increase knowledge work 
productivity.

• Practical actions that managers can take immediately to 
begin renewing their knowledge workers’ employment 
relationship and start the process of increasing knowledge 
work productivity.

Research and Development Process   
HTI emerged from a group of nine successful yet ordinary people 
with experience as managers, executives, professors, consultants 
and professionals, who shared a passionate discontent with the 
gross waste of human capability and economic potential we 
personally witnessed within organisations, including businesses, 
governments, and non-profits. The situation seemed surreal to us, 
amidst so many advancements in science and technology. We could 
not simply accept that such waste had to be the norm.

Covering our own expenses and tapping our own contacts, we 
first set out to gather insight into how others in roles like ours 
saw the situation. Not finding any fresh answers, we broadened 
our data gathering by enlisting up-and-coming scholars to mine 
relevant knowledge from several hundred science disciplines, 
and by appealing to a growing community of managers and 
consultants to complete a systematic review of over 1200 business, 
management and economics books, and countless articles. Upon 
completion of this stage in 1998, our principal research takeaway 
was even greater frustration. We had amassed so much potentially 
helpful advice for tapping human potential and increasing the 
productivity of knowledge workers, and yet so little of it was being 
applied within organisations. 

Those remaining from the original group decided to take a 
different, less conventional research approach. Since several 
of us enjoyed a continuous stream of consulting clients, we 
challenged these clients to let us apply what we had learned to 

tackle one or more of the intractable people problems they faced 
(eg performance improvement, change management, capturing 
intrinsic knowledge, and retention). This approach worked. 
Not only were we able to solve problems that management 
previously considered unsolvable, but our hands-on work with the 
client’s employees also provided missing insights into the human 
experience of work. 

Humaneering Technology Initiative (HTI) founded   
To expand and formalise this field work, we formed HTI and began 
inviting large employers with people-dependent operations and a 
pioneering mindset to participate. 

We refocused our efforts on developing a comprehensive, 
universal, human-science-based technology, to guide managers in 
their work on the human side of business in the 21st century, much 
as physical-science-based engineering guided the management of 
physical operations during the 20th century (see Figure 3 on page 
29). We publicly announced our bold intentions in my presentation 
at the 1999 World Productivity Congress in Edinburgh. 

We adopted a recursive six-year continuous improvement 
cycle to progressively increase the relevance and precision of the 
guidance we were developing. To begin each cycle, we shared 
the newest version of our guidance in a workshop with each prior 
client interested, both to keep them updated and so we could 
stay current on the outcomes they were achieving with internally 
directed applications of prior guidance. 

The central focus of each cycle was a few more years of 
field experiments, each focusing on improvement of a people-
related challenge within the ongoing operations of a business, 
government or nonprofit. Simultaneously, we systematically 
reviewed relevant new papers, books and articles, for any 
new knowledge or perspective they might contain. Finally, we 
synthesised these data streams – continuing client feedback, new 
field experiments, and new literature – into a new version of 
guidance.

Client participation was determined by a different process 
for each cycle. For Version 1, we exhausted our personal and 
professional networks to identify 17 interested organisations 
from North America. For Version 2, we invited 200 companies in 
North America, representing a cross-section of people-dependent 
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Time for your annual performance rating check?
Book your place on our IMS endorsed Rating Clinic – 
available around the UK and as remotely managed Clinics.  
Be sure you’re operating to the British standard.

Look for details in www.scott-grant.co.uk/study-productivity

industries to participate in an auction for 25 available projects. 
For Version 3, a total of 37 multinational companies and medium 

to large consulting firms, were invited to propose their own terms 
for a multi-year series of application projects over three years across 
their diverse operations and clients. For Version 4, project booking 
will be opened in September 2021 to all organisations, with the 
first of 100 planned projects commencing in January 2022. 

Controversial Findings
It seems inevitable that any breakthrough will be preceded by and 
predicated upon research findings that some people will consider 
controversial. This initiative did not disappoint. Here are a few 
such findings that are critical to understanding the productivity 
challenge and preparing a solution.

Modern labour economics misleads management
The labour economics taught in business schools advises leaders 
to focus on ‘human capital formation’ (eg public education, 
workforce development) to develop human assets, and further 
proclaims the arrival of the ‘knowledge economy’ wherein 
knowledge work is the principal source of economic value. In stark 
contradiction, labour economics also continues to teach that all 
employees are ‘labour’ – the hiring and cost of which management 
should minimise to maximise profit. 

This perspective ignores the dramatic expansion and rise in 
importance of knowledge work within today’s organisations 
and economy, and fails to acknowledge that, unlike labour (ie 
manual task work), knowledge work transforms opportunities 
into economic value, thus making knowledge work not a cost to 
minimise, but an investment to optimise. 

Moreover, HTI’s field research confirms that any job that includes 
at least 30% knowledge work can create more economic value 
than is consumed by the remaining 70% task work. This insight 
suggests that employers should when practical add elementary 
forms of knowledge work (eg organisational citizenship behaviour 
(OCB), waste reduction (aka Lean), performance improvement, 
and self-management) to jobs that are now primarily task work, 
thereby self-funding their costs with economic value creation.

While labour economics teaching doesn’t prevent executives 
from thinking for themselves, the opportunity is lost to provide 
executives and managers with a more accurate view of firm-level 
labour economics and the importance of knowledge work to 
success in the current economy. 

CLASSIFICATION TASK WORK KNOWLEDGE WORK

Terminology Standardised task

Standard work

Essential work

Manual work

Physical work

Using one’s hands

Doing

Problem solving

Responsibility

Accountability

Cognitive work

Psychological work

Social work

Deciding

Goal and
Solution

Clear

Predetermined
and prescribed
to workers

Not clear

Contingent on
situation and
determined by
worker

Objective Assignment
compliance

Complete
assignment as
directed

Opportunity
capitalisation

Maximise
economic value
derived from
assigned
opportunity

Sources of
Economic Value

Efficiency

Standardisation

Simplicity

Large scale

Variation control

Effectiveness

Differentiation

Sophistication

Yield management

Variation potential

Complexity Low

Closed work system
with identifiable 
root cause and 
direct effects

High

Open work system
with diffused
contributing causes
and emergent effects

Work System 
Design
Priority Order

1. Work

2. Work
    environment

3. Worker

Work environment
should support work

1. Work

2. Worker

3. Work
    environment

Work environment
should support
worker

Essential Work
Attributes

Specific objective

Practical workload

Told what to do

Told how to do it

Minimal distraction

Specific opportunity

Meaningful job-role

Autonomy

Response-ability

Resources support

Human Reasoning
and 
Communication

Level 1 – Concrete/
Physical

Level 2 – Rational/
Statistical

Level 3 – symbolic/
Verbal

Level 4 – abstract/
conceptual

Desirable Worker
Attributes

Endurance

Obedience

Diligence

Intelligence

Expertise

Commitment

Initiative-taking

Creativity

< Figure 2: Contrast and Comparison of 
Manual Work and Knowledge Work
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The employer-employee relationship is the fulcrum of  
employee motivation
The true engine of employee motivation – of discretionary 
employee performance – is each employee’s relationship with their 
employer. And like your car’s engine, this relationship can propel 
you to accomplish more, or it can function as a brake when you 
feel uncomfortable and coast. The many other factors commonly 
suggested as drivers of motivation (eg expectations, incentives, 
feedback) are at best secondary influences, which explains their 
limited power in application. 

People instinctively lead with generosity (ie except in special 
cases where, for example, a person is a chronic victim and, as a 
result, leads with risk aversion). We begin relationships by doing 
what seems positive, appropriate, and fair. This basic level of 
generosity will then increase if the other party in the relationship 
– a person or an employer – is generous in return. However, if a 
people feel they are giving more than receiving, human instinct 
compels us to even the exchange with whatever means available, 
and more often simply by withholding our potential.

Undoubtedly, you have personally experienced this scenario 
and witnessed it play out for others. It occurs with such routine 
frequency that we don’t consider the impact on an organisational 
scale. Now equipped with a deeper understanding of human 
nature revealed by neuropsychologists and demonstrated in our 
field experiments, we can appreciate that at the core of human 
consciousness is a homeostatic function that instinctively assesses 
our principal relationships and drives us to adapt reciprocally to 
balance these exchanges. 

Organisations that want to increase their performance and 
productivity (plus engagement, experience, etc) of their knowledge 
workers should begin to focus on the employment relationship 
of every individual and strive to make it a winning experience for 
them. This focus will begin with a brief, simple-English agreement 
(or term sheet) that states forthrightly (a) the employer’s hiring 
objectives for the position, (b) the position’s responsibilities and 
performance criteria, (c) the candidate’s verbatim performance 
and development goals, (d) specific features of the company and 
position that directly align with the candidate’s goals, and (e) the 
options and related terms for either party to end the agreement. 
The company will become more empathetic, distinguish itself 
among employers, and set-up its new-hire relationships for win-win 
outcomes. 

Employers are playing their zero-sum game with employees to a 
‘lose-lose’ outcome
Virtually all employers are playing a zero-sum game (ie win-lose) 
with their employees (eg pay people as little as possible, dock 
the pay of people who choose to work from home, withhold 
development support because it makes employees attractive to 
other employers). What most leaders don’t realise is that when 
employees lose, employers also lose. How does this happen? 

First, consider that employment is ‘business’ to employers but 
‘personal’ to employees. Second, businesses strive to act out of 
logical self-interest, whereas employees act to adapt to their 
situation. Third, when employees lose in any relationship, their 
instinct compels them to reciprocate to even out the score. And 
finally, since the employer is more powerful and virtually always 
wins at making the employee the loser, employees can easily get 
caught up with making sure the employer also loses. 

Not only were we able 
to solve problems 
that management 
previously considered 
unsolvable, but our 
hands-on work with 
the client’s employees 
also provided missing 
insight into the human 
experience of work. 

This is not ideal for employees or employers. Most employees 
initially strive to put forth as much effort and talent as possible 
(or acceptable in the situation). But every time the employer wins 
in the relationship (eg denies request, gives unfair evaluation, 
treats employee with indifference or disrespect), the employee is 
instinctively driven to even the score – which results in a ‘lose-lose’ 
outcome. 

Talent Management is failing organisations
Talent management’s (ie human resource management, people 
management) evolved from the administrative management 
of industrial labour, and today includes the recruiting, 
hiring, compensation and policy adherence of all employees, 
including managers and executives. We might agree that these 
responsibilities are challenging based solely on the size and 
complexity of organisations and today’s competitive labour 
market, and further agree that these challenges are reasonably 
met. However, today’s astonishingly low employee engagement 
statistics, stagnant knowledge worker productivity, and high 
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level of employee dissatisfaction with their organisations and 
jobs suggest that what we are doing in the name of talent 
management is still nonetheless ineffective. 

The principal source of talent management ineffectiveness HTI 
identified is the depersonalisation of employee treatment, which 
begins in recruiting (eg robotic communication, psychometric tests, 
behavioural interviews) and follows the employee throughout 
their employment experience (eg perfunctory feedback, lack of 
development, indifferent treatment). The scientific term for this 
is ‘mechanistic dehumanisation’ and evidence suggests that it 
virtually destroys the potential for employee high performance. 
What’s left of people affected by this treatment is their obedient 
physical presence accompanied by increasing levels of emotional 
passivity often described in the literature as ‘learned helplessness’.

One of the more evident omissions from today’s talent 
management is any systematic attempt to regenerate the human 
motivation and sense of hope that is naturally exhausted both by 
challenging responsibilities and frustrating day-to-day work. For 
too many employees, the employment experience is a one-way 
process of emotional decline. Nobody cares, even when there is 
nothing so motivating as someone who genuinely cares about you 
and your success.

Management Actions to Increase Knowledge 
Work Productivity
What actions should employers take to capitalise on this better 
understanding of people and knowledge work, and transform 
their organisation’s score with employees to a highly productive 
‘win-win’?

Executives should begin with the recognition that they are 
dealing with an institutionalised web of negative systemic 
influences, so there is no instant solution. Even so, our 20-plus years 
of experience with business and government clients experimenting 
in large-scale knowledge-work operations with the principles 
and methods that we now refer to as ‘productivity humaneering’ 
makes indisputable that their thoughtful application will result in 
immediate and repeated incremental productivity gains. 

If you value experience as a predictor of future results, it is worth 
noting that 100% of the applications were successful in achieving 
‘first-increment’ gains that ranged from 17% (Shingo Prize-winning 
semi-automated production managers) to 181% (multinational 
engineering services professionals).

What seems to work best is a careful delayering of negative 
systemic influences and gradual employee-supported change. 
The good news is that this kind of steady progress minimises any 
operational disruption and risk, enables employee co-leadership, 
allows for experimentation before implementation, and creates 
a steady stream of energising improvements in the employer-
employee relationship, productivity, and profits. 

Listed below are some first steps employers can take, even before 
learning more about HTI’s findings and proposed productivity 
humaneering strategy. 

(Re)Design knowledge work
Knowledge work is more challenging to design than task work, 
and as a result does not get designed. Employers typically spell out 
a rambling list of requirements in a job opportunity posting, and 
from there what happens in the job is left up to local managers 
and hired candidates. It is very easy to improve on this.
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Begin by focusing on each job (or job family) separately, and 
dividing the job into assigned responsibilities (ie knowledge work) 
and required activities (ie task work). See Figure 2 (page 26). 
Prioritise redesign of the task work to free-up time and attention 
for improving knowledge work. Ask employees to help prioritise 
tasks so process-improvement experts can focus immediate 
redesign on (a) improving the efficiency of high-value tasks and (b) 
eliminating or reducing the wastefulness of low value tasks. 

Once redesigned, try to off-load the tasks to less expensive talent 
or make them of secondary importance to the knowledge work 
that should dominate every worker’s time and effort.

For the knowledge work part of the job, again engage 
representative employees, but this time determine the most helpful 
forms of support the company could provide to them. One part of 
this is reducing or removing any internal sources of process friction 
and employee frustration. The other part is identifying any external 
resources (eg information, capabilities, technology) that can 
enhance their performance and productivity. 

Utilise an agile approach to complete this redesign. This way you 
can focus the redesign effort on the fastest and more impactful 
changes first. A steady stream of job design enhancements will 
naturally fuel increased performance. But don’t be unreasonable 
and immediately increase expectations. Treat this as support and 
not as an excuse to raise quotas. Let the employees win first. There 
will be plenty of time to scale up expectations once it is clear just 
how productive your knowledge workers can be.

Emphasise every job’s employee-development opportunity   
Most employees are very interested in increasing their job 
capabilities, performance, and productivity. For many, it is the most 
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Hierarchy of System Complexity*

Level Added System Characteristics Operational Issues

7. Social Shared value system, direction, and action
Shared meaning
Social construction (create meaning)

Collaboration, teamwork, spirit, synergy, culture, 
 and transformation
Development (constructivist learning)

6. Human Self-consciousness and self-concept
Self-reflexive knowing
Capacity to produce, absorb and interpret 
symbols (language, behaviour, culture)
Sense of passing time
Will, intention, trust, emotion, etc.

Sense-and-respond capability
Education (cognitivist learning) 
Service work (perceive complex needs, then adapt 
resources to deliver response that creates value)
Knowledge work (creation, discretion)
Responsibility work (able to respond)

5. Animal Increased mobility and division of labour
Self-awareness and personality
Specialised sensory receptors
Highly developed nervous system
Knowledge structures (based on symbols)

Sense-and-react capability
Training (behaviourist learning)
Conditioning (standardisation)
Incentive/threat; reward/punishment
Task work (do what when told)

4. Cell Living system (alive and adaptive)
Self-maintaining 
Self-reproducing

Adapt to environment
Workaround physical constraints
Most-elementary living system

3. Machine Cybernetics (closed system regulation )
System control (thermostat)
Process feedback

Most-complex machine system
Autonomous control machines
Stable, self-regulating systems

2. Clockwork Dynamic 
Cyclical events
Simple motions – regular or regulated
Equilibrium (balance)

Linear cause and effect
Synchronous work
Management by objectives
Time-based work

1. Framework Labels and terminology
Classification systems

Foundation of organised knowledge

*Based on Boulding, K. E. (1956). General systems theory – The skeleton of science. Management Science, 2: 197-208.
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Figure 3: Humaneering Will Guide Management on 
People and Human Work just as Engineering Provides 
Guidance for Physical and Machine Work
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compelling reason for taking any new job. Furthermore, one of the 
top reasons why employees leave their existing job is because they 
are no longer learning and improving. 

Despite this compelling opportunity, too many employers feel 
that developing their employees for higher performance just 
gives the employees more reason to quit and market their new 
capabilities to a higher bidder. This kind of thinking reminds me 
of the ad that asks, ‘Which is worse, your employees develop and 
leave, or they don’t develop and stay?’

Learning and developing job capabilities through experience, 
instruction and coaching, is the single most powerful payback 
for performing any job (or can be with minimal effort). Our field 
research shows that developmental experience is even more 
attractive than higher pay to most knowledge workers. 

You should be capitalising on this naturally occurring motivation 
to attract and retain employees and to improve their performance 
and productivity. Reposition average jobs as ‘essential skill 
development opportunities’ by identifying the capabilities that 
naturally accrue to employees and transforming this potential into 
an organized employee-development practice and promoting it as 
a coveted job benefit. 

Treat knowledge workers with the utmost respect
Respect is a motivator and relationship builder. And its free to give. 
Simple actions like the following can restore lost hope and boost 
employee effort.

For starters, managers should try addressing employees they 
don’t already know well with a respectful salutation like mister, sir, 
miss, or misses, and additionally make sure to use their preferred 
pronouns when referring to them in any situation. If these words 
are spoken genuinely, you will be surprised how your employees 
respect you more in return.

Another way to show respect is to invite people, individually or 
in an informal group, to share their perceptions or thinking. Name 
the topic and let them go first. Asking a logical follow-up question 
based on something they say will let them know you are listening, 
and you heard them. Then find a reason to appreciate what they 
said (eg fresh perspective, new thinking to consider). If conducted 
in the open so others can observe, you are likely to gain respect 
with more than just the individuals with whom you are speaking.

When considering action that will impact any group of 
employees, invite a few – and especially individuals who you have 
not talked with before – to be your guest for lunch and a discussion 
of the action you are contemplating. You can still make the same 
decision, but now you might have their respect, plus you can make 
your decision more appealing by explaining the consideration you 
gave their ideas and concerns.

Stop all the surveys on employee experience and engagement
If not the first, the second survey on employee experience 
and engagement screams ‘I don’t care’ to the educated and 
experienced knowledge worker. What could convey more clearly 
that management is out-of-touch with its organisation? What 
better way could there be to take credit for asking a question and 
be spared from having to listen to the answer? 

Most employees understand that employment is a win-lose 
game, and that their survival in any job is tenuous at best. Examples 
abound, in their organisation and throughout the media, of the 
employee who just said or did the wrong thing or who somehow 
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lost favour with a manager, resulting in a security escorted ‘perp 
walk’ out of the workplace. This implied threat is ever-present for 
most employees, virtually assuring that whatever is reported on 
an employee engagement and experience surveys is a calculated 
response and not an accurate representation. 

We have assessed this representation on numerous occasions to 
satisfy executive curiosity. To begin, we learn that few employees 
believe the claims of anonymity, and fewer still expect anything 
positive to result from complying with the survey request. Among 
those who respond, some praise management thinking this will 
position them in a favourable light, and an equal number say they 
struggle to restrain themselves from being too honest. Most people 
find that many of the questions or answer choices do not coincide 
with their situation, resulting in convoluted self-talk as they guess 
what answer is least inaccurate. Many executives are aware of 
these deficiencies, yet still find value in knowing from one period 
to the next if the (unknown) situation is either improving, steady, 
or worsening. 

If the objective is to learn how employees feel about their job 
(eg employer, working conditions, support, pay, etc), you may 
have to hire an experienced ethnographer (ie anthropologist) 
who is willing to risk their relationship with management to tell 
the unvarnished truth. Alternatively, if you have an extra helping 
of empathy and listening skills, and if employees say they are 
willing to be open and honest with you, then you might try just 
asking them, both individually and in small groups, and from 
their responses patch together a quilt-like understanding of how 
employees are affected by the current management approach. 

Questions?
Speaking for the many volunteers who are HTI, I hope you enjoyed 
this first public announcement of HTI’s insight and strategy 
for breaking through the current impasse in improving the 
productivity of knowledge and service workers. Please contact the 
author or editor with any questions or requests for more in-depth 
articles on this topic.  

In addition, I invite you to learn more about HTI’s findings 
and productivity humaneering recommendations by visiting 
HumaneeringTech.com. 


